
Dear Private Banking client

Welcome to the last edition of Private Connect for 2017. 

Absa Private Banking wishes you well over the festive season. Thank you for choosing us as your 
financial partner. 

Your holiday plans are probably well underway by now. Before you head out, ensure that you have 
comprehensive travel cover for your family. Verify and understand your travel benefits, confirm your 
travel insurance and the terms and conditions of your cover prior to travelling. 

Also, always be alert when doing your banking over the festive period. The rise of 'vishing' is becoming 
a growing concern and you need to protect yourself from being hooked. In our article, 'Vishing – don't 
get caught', we share valuable tips that can protect you. 

Our priority services offer you uninterrupted access to a range of convenient service channels over the 
festive period. We are available for your banking needs through our exclusive Private Banking suites, 
bespoke digital solutions or banking app. 

Reflecting on this past year, the one thing we're certain about is that nothing is certain. The rate of 
change we face today is sometimes greater than our ability to respond. Complexity and uncertainty calls 
for unconventional thinking. This is why, as your financial partner, we remain committed to offer you 
better relationship-driven Private Banking that meets your individual needs.

Please be assured of our continued commitment to provide you with a better banking experience. 

Contact your dedicated Private Banker or Private Assist (24/7) via telephone on 0860 553 553 or 
via email at privatebanking@absa.co.za

Happy holidays! 

Gavin Lomberg
Managing Executive: Private and Wealth Banking

Top reads for the holidays

Take a look at Exclusive Books's top sellers to accompany your much-needed rest and 
relaxation over the holidays.

Khwezi: The Remarkable Story of Fezekile Ntsukela Kuzwayo
Author: Redi Tlhabi. Published by: Jonathan Ball Publishers

In August 2016, following the announcement of South Africa’s municipal election results, four young 
women interrupted Jacob Zuma's victory address, bearing placards asking us to “Remember Khwezi.” 
Their powerful message reminded the public of the tragic events of 2006, when Zuma was on trial for 
the rape of Fezekile Ntsukela Kuzwayo, better known as Khwezi. In the aftermath of the trial, which saw 
Zuma acquitted, Khwezi was vilified by his many supporters and forced to take refuge outside of South 
Africa.

Ten years later, Khwezi passed away, but not before she had slipped back into South Africa and started 
work with Redi Tlhabi on a book about her life, relating how, as a young girl living in ANC camps in 
exile, she was raped by the very men who were supposed to protect her; how, as an adult, she was 
once again driven into exile.

In sensitive and considered prose, journalist Redi Tlhabi breathes life into a woman for so long forced to 
live in the shadows. In giving agency back to Khwezi, Tlhabi is able to focus a broader lens on the 
sexual abuse that abounded during the 'struggle' years, abuse which continues to plague women and 
children in South Africa today.

The Girl Who Takes an Eye for an Eye 
Authors: David Lagercrantz, George Goulding. Published by: Quercus Publishing

The girl with the dragon tattoo is not given to forgiveness. The ink embedded in her skin is a constant 
reminder of her pledge to fight the injustice she finds everywhere.

Confinement to the secure unit of a women's prison is intended as a punishment. Instead, Lisbeth finds 
herself in relative safety. Flodberga is a failing prison, effectively controlled by the inmates, and, for a 
computer hacker of her exceptional gifts, there are no boundaries.

Mikael Blomkvist makes the long trip to visit every week, and, for his pains, receives a lead to follow, 
one that could provide an important exposé for Millennium: Salander tells him to check out Leo 
Mannheimer, a seemingly reputable stockbroker from Stockholm, somehow connected to the long-ago 
death of a child psychologist and to the psychiatric unit where Lisbeth was an involuntary patient as a 
child.

Salander will stand up for what she believes in. She will find out the truth, whatever the cost. The 
tension, power and unstoppable force of The Girl Who Takes an Eye for an Eye are inspired by Stieg 
Larsson's Millennium trilogy, with Salander and Blomkvist continuing the fight for justice that has 
thrilled millions of readers across the world.

The Break
Author: Marian Keyes. Published by: Penguin Books Ltd

Amy's husband, Hugh, says he isn't leaving her. He still loves her; he's just taking a break — from their 
marriage, their children and, most of all, from their life together. Six months to lose himself in south-
east Asia, and there is nothing Amy can say or do about it. Yes, it's a mid-life crisis, but let's be clear: a 
break isn't a break up — yet.

However, for Amy it's enough to send her, along with her extended family of gossips, misfits and 
troublemakers, teetering over the edge. For a lot can happen in six-months. When Hugh returns, if he 
returns, will he be the same man she married? And will Amy be the same woman? If Hugh is on a break 
from their marriage, then isn't she as well? The Break isn't a story about falling in love, but about 
staying in love. It is Marian Keyes at her funniest, wisest and brilliant best.

Vishing - don't get caught

The rise of a new threat, called 'vishing', is becoming a growing concern, and clients need 
to protect themselves from being hooked. 

The term vishing is derived from the words voice and phishing. The scam entails social engineering over 
the telephone, where potential victims are called and lured into divulging personal information such as 
their ID number, banking details and the logon details to their internet banking or cellphone banking, 
among other information. This can be done either via a cellphone or a landline.

In a vishing attack, the fraudster pretends to be a bank representative or another authoritative person 
who needs a victim’s personal information to solve a problem or to prevent his or her bank account 
from being closed. Once the fraudster has obtained the information, victims are defrauded before they 
realise that they have been scammed. The fraudster may also ask victims to authorsze a transaction by 
confirming an RVN/TVN or SureCheck message.

We would like to caution our customers to never trust any caller asking them to divulge personal 
information.

Tips to protect you from vishing

• Never disclose sensitive information, i.e. OTP, username, card number, and/or your personal 
details, i.e. account number, PIN and password, etc. to anyone.

• Absa will never address you as Dear Client/Customer, but always by your name.

• Be suspicious if the process to conduct a transaction differs from the normal process.

• Read your RVN, TVN and SureCheck notifications in detail when you receive them, to ensure that 
you are accepting the correct information, such as adding of beneficiaries or changing a limit.

Create an indigenous garden

Nurseries offer greater varieties of indigenous plants every season, and creating an 
indigenous garden has never been easier. 

Indigenous plants thrive in the correct soil type and environmental conditions. Do some homework 
regarding the type of soil you have in your garden, so that your local nurseryman can recommend 
plants that will not only survive, but flourish, in their allocated spaces.

Taking a Sunday drive to your local nature reserve, armed with a copy of the Botanical Society’s 
wildflower guide, will also give you a good indication of the plants that you should be looking to 
incorporate into your garden.

With reference to where plants should be planted in your garden, the general rule of thumb is that 
shady areas should be reserved for big-leaf plants, while plants with smaller leaves do better in sunny 
spots. Plants with thick, tough leaves and strong, deep root systems do better in dry, nutrient-deficient 
soil than plants with soft, thin leaves and shallow roots.

Fallen leaves are better left untouched in an indigenous garden, as they will prevent evaporation and 
keep the roots of your plants cool. These discarded leaves are also an excellent source of compost, 
nourishing your garden over time.

Indigenous gardens are more likely to survive the extreme weather conditions that we have been 
experiencing, and are more water-wise, an aspect that is becoming an increasingly important 
consideration. Indigenous gardens create natural eco-systems that act as a sanctuary for native insects 
and birds, meaning that your garden will soon be teeming with colour, sound and life.

According to www.egardens.co.za, many of our indigenous plants are extremely adaptable and will do 
well in almost all parts of the country. The indigenous plants in the following lists will adapt to a diverse 
range of growing conditions.

Trees

• Searsia viminalis (White karee): a hardy, evergreen shade tree of medium size that is popular 
throughout the country. The lovely fresh, green foliage make this an excellent specimen tree in 
the indigenous garden.

• Acacia karroo (Sweet thorn): this fast-growing acacia occurs in almost all parts of the country. It 
has a lovely rounded crown and an abundance of sweetly scented globose flower heads in 
summer, giving the tree a highly decorative appearance.

• Cussonia spicata (Cabbage tree): these very ornamental evergreen trees with the dense head of 
palmate leaves at the top of the stem are perfect for creating an interesting contrast with other 
plants in the garden.

Shrubs

• Buddleja salvifolia (Sagewood): a fast-growing evergreen with attractive, dark green leaves that 
are silvery grey underneath. In spring, a profusion of dense sprays of sweetly scented lilac flowers 
appear, attracting colourful butterflies to the garden.

• Plumbago auriculata (Cape leadwort): this lovely spreading shrub produces masses of sky-blue 
or white flowers throughout summer. Plant it where it can spread, so that its charming clusters of 
flowers can be fully appreciated.

• Polygala myrtifolia (Bloukappie): a delightful medium-sized, rounded shrub with attractive and 
dense light green foliage. The striking purple, pea-shaped flowers are most abundant in spring, 
but appear regularly throughout the year.

How to send money to family abroad

With year-end on the horizon, many of us have begun planning holidays, staycations or the 
logistics of travelling home.

The reality for many in this global marketplace is that finding work or pursuing that dream job sees 
them stationed abroad, far from home and a family who often depends on their financial support. While 
the more affluent workers and high-paid professionals handle this with ease, using official banking 
channels, a larger majority turn to unofficial methods to ensure their funds make their way home.

Hard-earned salaries are sent home via taxis or buses, in the hands of a friend, relative or trusted 
intermediary, but the unfortunate reality is that this is a risky method of transferring funds. If 
something goes wrong, there’s often very little that can be done about it, and a family in desperate 
need of money can be left in the lurch.

It’s a situation that seems inescapable for so many workers throughout Africa, but it doesn’t need to be 
this way. Absa has been working to develop a range of digital crossborder payment solutions to allow 
anyone to move money across international borders, in the quickest and most convenient manner.

What is a Crossborder Payment?
There is a basic distinction to be made between a domestic payment and a crossborder payment, with 
the former being a simple payment made in a single currency, and the latter being somewhat more 
complex, with the payment being made in a currency other than rand. Rand, for instance, will be 
converted into the currency of the country to which it is being sent, as it crosses the border. When this 
is done through Absa’s official crossborder payment channels, it is converted automatically at a set, 
market-related and competitive retail rate, it is also subject to commission, including VAT, but there are 
no additional taxes and it is entirely safe and secure. 

There are two ways to make a crossborder payment with Absa. The first is Western Union Money 
Transfer, which delivers cash directly into the hands of the recipient, via 500 000 agents in more than 
200 countries – so basically anywhere in the world. The second is electronic SWIFT Transfer, which 
sends funds directly to the recipient’s bank account. To make a crossborder payment online customers 
do not need to provide any documentation. The most commonly used exchange control category for 
sending money is the ‘Gift’ category, and customers do not need to provide any documentation when 
this is used.

Why choose Absa’s crossborder payments over informal channels?
There is a certain level of fear surrounding crossborder payments and digital banking in general among 
the unbanked and informal banking sector. But ultimately the benefits of using Absa’s official payment 
channels outweigh those of informal channels. Most importantly, the bank is responsible, in line with 
Absa’s customer protection promises, and legally liable for ensuring a crossborder payment is 
completed. When making use of informal channels, none of these legal protections and guarantees are 
in place, making it inherently far riskier.

What are the other benefits of becoming an Absa customer and using official payment 
channels?
Absa also offers ‘International Savings’, allowing anyone to create foreign currency accounts to save in 
and instantly transfer funds between their local and foreign currency accounts. This will eventually be 
linked to the Cash Passport service, so a customer will be able to save currency in their foreign account 
and pay for services in the relevant country (such as hotels), directly from this account, when travelling.

Absa’s Foreign Currency Investment Account offers a great way for you to exchange your rand into hard 
currency (dollar, euro, pound and another 15 currencies) until you need to use it. As opposed to 
exchanging your funds at once, you can protect yourself from currency volatility and add to your 
Foreign Currency Account, as and when you need to. A great way to save in foreign currency from 
home.

Planning a trip overseas anytime soon? You might want to check out some of our International travel 
tips: Make international travel easier

Special experience offer

Experience a romantic, private hot-air balloon flight for two, or overnight at Lethabo Estate 
on the Crocodile River.

Exclusive and private hot-air balloon flight for two, Cape Winelands
Show your loved one just how much he or she means to you with this exclusive, private hot-air balloon 
flight across the scenic winelands. This package is perfect for couples who want to have the balloon for 
themselves, and it is also the ultimate romantic proposal idea.

Upon arrival, you will be treated to your choice of hot chocolate with marshmallows, coffee or tea. You'll 
be invited to assist with inflating the balloon, and then briefed on your flight. The flight will last 
approximately an hour, and you will enjoy sparkling wine during the flight. That's your chance to pop 
the question, or simply express your love to your partner. The operator will take an in-flight photograph 
by which you can remember this amazing experience.

You will then be transferred back to the launch site, where you will be treated to breakfast and receive 
you first-flight certificate.

Absa Private Banking clients pay only R9 500* for this romantic experience. To book, please 
send an email to info@celestialgifts.co.za

Need to know

• *Special rate is applicable to EFT payments, is limited to bookings for March 2018 and April 2018, 
and excludes public holidays. 

• This package is for two adults.
• Includes flights and champagne breakfast for two adults.
• Pre-booking is essential. 
• Flights are subject to availability and ideal weather conditions.

Overnight stay and fire dancing and dinner in the dark for two, Crocodile River
Look no further than our overnight stay and fireside dinner in the dark for two at Lethabo Estate on the 
Crocodile River if you want to spoil your love with a uniquely overnight getaway. 

This package is perfect for an anniversary celebration, proposal, or just because. This very romantic, 
private dinner for two is served on the deck of either the Kingfisher River Loft or the Willow Tree Bush 
Retreat, overlooking the Crocodile River. The scene is set with candles and silver to create the mood for 
an intimate 5-course dinner for two.

Between delectable servings, you and your loved one will enjoy your very own private fire-dancing 
show. Your fire dancer is dressed in a special costume, and performs his traditional art to sensual 
music. Fire dancing originated from the Maoris in New Zealand. Ancient warriors would swing burning 
Poi to build dexterity and develop the connective tissue between the left and right hemispheres of the 
brain, and is a powerful meditative tool.

Fire has always been associated with passion, which is why it combines so well with this romantic dinner 
in the dark on the banks of the Crocodile River. After dinner, you can retire to your luxurious lodgings in 
either the Kingfisher River Loft or the Willow Tree Bush Retreat, each featuring breathtaking views and 
home comforts. The King Fisher River Loft features a jacuzzi spa bath and hammock, while the Willow 
Tree Lodge sets a decadent scene for the ultimate romantic getaway.

Absa Private Banking clients pay only R4 800* for this romantic experience. To book, please 
send an email to info@celestialgifts.co.za

Need to know

• *Special rate is applicable to EFT payments, is limited to bookings for March 2018 and April 2018, 
and excludes public holidays. 

• This experience is available on Friday nights only, and is subject to availability.
• Package is for two adults sharing.
• Includes private fire dance with dinner, bed and breakfast. Beverages are excluded. 
• Not available on significant dates such as Valentine's Day etc.

Wine as an investment

Greater price clarity and the impact of wine critics have in recent years made investing in 
wine accessible to a much broader investor base.

Over the past two decades, the fine-wine market has proven itself as a low-risk, stable investment that 
is generally unaffected by fluctuations in interest rates and stock markets.

However, according to James Miles, Director of the London International Vintners Exchange (Liv-ex), 
fine wine is no investment cure-all. “Fine-wine investors should never lose sight of the fact that 
somebody has to drink the wine if current prices are to be justified,” says Miles. “Moreover, one 
shouldn’t discount the storage and opportunity costs of holding a commodity that generates no income.” 

Investment drivers
Investment savvy is critical in this market. As a consumable, improving asset, fine wine is driven by a 
unique supply/demand environment. There is only a finite amount of each vintage produced, which 
causes a spike in demand. As the wine matures and more bottles are opened for consumption, the 
scarcity factor leads to increased desirability, improved value and higher prices. The opinion of 
influential wine critics is another key factor impacting demand and price. 

Some of the world’s most sought-after wines come with a hefty price tag, ranging from thousands to 
tens of thousands of rands per bottle. The consistently best-performing investment-grade wines are the 
top-quality ‘first growths’ from the Bordeaux region in France (based on a classification system dating 
back to 1855), with labels from Burgundy, Champagne and the Rhône also yielding good returns. 

General investment advice is to rather buy a small quantity of the best wine one can afford, than a 
greater quantity of a lesser-quality wine that may not fit the supply/demand profile needed to grow as 
an investment. Wines bought en primeur (two to three years before being bottled and released onto the 
open market) are also generally the more cost-effective purchasing option.

Use credible brokers

For investors not familiar with the complexities of the fine-wine market, investing through a reputable 
merchant is advisable. Access to appropriate storage facilities is another important requirement, as wine 
stored incorrectly declines in value. 

Wade Bales, owner of the Wade Bales Wine Society, classes fine wine as a medium- to long-term 
investment that should ideally be left to mature in value for between five to ten years. His advice is to 
buy a minimum of 12 bottles of a wine when investing, as potential buyers often require at least a 
dozen bottles. 

Helpful websites to browse for more fine-wine investment advice include www.liv-ex.com, 
www.wineinvestment.org, www.wine-searcher.com and www.decanter.com.

Saving and investing for retirement 

As human beings we often tend to focus on our current financial situation, and living day to 
day, and fail to plan for our future financial well-being. 

This failure to plan poses a risk to financial independence when it’s needed most. Planning for 
retirement is a journey that should be undertaken throughout one’s working life. However, it is never 
too late to start saving and investing, even after retirement.

How much capital is sufficient for retirement
When planning for retirement, the question that we often ask is how much capital is required to be 
saved in order to allow financial independence post retirement? Variables such as life expectancy, 
medical condition, levels of debt, as well as personal preferences and expectations make it difficult to 
quantify the exact amount of capital required at retirement. However, a broad measure known as the 
replacement ratio offers guidance to determine the amount of capital required. This measure indicates 
how the monthly income earned from your retirement income will replace your final monthly salary 
amount.

A general rule
A general rule suggests that a placement ratio of between 70% and 80% should be sufficient to 
maintain your lifestyle at retirement. This means that every R1000 earned as a final salary should be 
replaced by R700 to R800 of income from your retirement capital.

Pre–retirement investment planning
The pre-retirement period is a phase that is characterised by the accumulation of the wealth that will be 
required to sustain the desired lifestyle at retirement. Starting saving early allows you to harness the 
power of compound growth. The table below illustrates how time allows you to exponentially grow your 
retirement capital.

For example:

Note: Figures shown in the table assume a starting contribution of R500 per month that escalates by 
6% every year together with 10% investment growth per annum.

The ability to retire comfortably is determined by:

• The age at which you start regularly saving towards retirement;

• Investing in products that will grow at a faster rate than inflation in the medium- to long-term.

In-retirement investment planning 
Decisions need to be taken regarding your lifestyle and the type of retirement products you will need in 
order to allow your money to work for you whilst on retirement.

Decisions you will need to make at retirement, include:

• Whether to delay buying an annuity or investing in a pension fund.

• What sort of annuity product to invest in.

• Whether or not to take a tax free lump sum from your pension fund.

Mistakes to be avoided when planning for retirement:

• Not preserving retirement savings. When changing jobs, disinvesting from your pension can incur 
penalty fees and tax. You should consider transferring your retirement savings into a preservation 
fund.

• Don’t put all your eggs in one basket. Diversify your portfolio across different asset classes to 
reduce your investment risk while maximizing returns. From a diversification and risk 
management perspective, it’s also prudent that a retiree’s investment portfolio should not be 
concentrated in just a handful of instruments. In concentrated portfolios, underperforming in just 
one instrument can have serious implications for retirement portfolio values.

• Having a retirement plan with outdated assumptions. Not knowing the value of the assets you 
have accumulated, not having a clear understanding of what your expenditure will be at 
retirement or knowing how long your money might last are the pitfalls of retirement planning. 
Most people fail to have these numbers checked against different market conditions. The global 
and local economies will remain unpredictable and one will need to challenge the conventional 
wisdom regarding the expected annual rate of return, inflation rate, GDP growth, etc. 
Macroeconomic factors can easily disrupt a carefully crafted retirement plan. Therefore, potential 
retirees should consider updating their plans using a variety of market returns assumptions.

The retirement challenge
“It is not what we have, but what we do with what we have that will make the difference over the long 
term.” Philip Baker

If you require further information or assistance with retirement solutions, please send an email to 
RMS@absa.co.za or contact us on 0860 05 04 03.

Terms and conditions apply. Refer to www.absastockbrokers.co.za

SA's economic outlook

The World Bank expects weak economic growth for South Africa for 2017, forecasting 
marginal annual growth of 0.6%. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) agrees, and its forecast for GDP growth for 2017 has been 
revised up, from 0.5% to 0.6%, while the forecasts for 2018 and 2019 remain unchanged at 1.2% and 
1.5% respectively. This outlook is consistent with the SARB’s leading business cycle indicator, which has 
been weakening since the beginning of the year, suggestive of subdued economic growth prospects.

Inflation
Despite a lower inflation rate, there are still a number of heightened uncertainties affecting the future 
prospects of growth in the local economy. Economists expect consumer price inflation to end 2017 at 
4.5%, with the possibility of a marginal decline into early 2018. Inflation is expected to remain in a tight 
band through 2018, to end the year at 4.7%. Although the SARB expects inflation to remain within its 
3% to 6% target range in coming years, a number of risks to this outlook have increased, and the SARB 
assesses the risks to the inflation outlook to be “somewhat on the upside”.

Unemployment
Current economic indicators do not support an improvement in South Africa’s unemployment rate. 
According to the SARB, the underlying weakness in the economy was evident in the 2.6% contraction in 
gross fixed-capital formation during the second quarter of 2017. The SARB was particularly concerned 
about the 6.9% decline in private-sector fixed investment reflecting low levels of business confidence. 

This subdued outlook is expected to persist due to continued political and policy uncertainty, while 
investment trends do not bode well for employment creation. Total employment declined in the second 
quarter of 2017, while the unemployment rate remained unchanged at 27.7%. 

Exchange rate
While the local currency has been supported by surpluses on the trade account, the rand remains 
sensitive to political developments, weak economic growth prospects and the risk of further sovereign 
rating downgrades.

Household consumption
According to the SARB, lower inflation, lower interest rates and higher real income growth are expected 
to provide some support for household consumption. Offsetting effects include depressed consumer 
confidence, weak employment growth, the absence of significant wealth effects, and the prospect of 
further tax increases in the wake of fiscal revenue shortfalls. 

In addition, credit extension to the private sector has been declining steadily as corporate demand for 
mortgage finance, and general loans in particular, moderated. Growth in credit extension to households 
remains weak and negative in real terms.
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